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Abstract—Scientists are relying heavily on biomedical literature search (BLS) engines (e.g., PubMed) to acquire knowledge.
Existing BLS systems adopt a “C-A” paradigm that is to design
query-document similarity measurement based on words/phrases
in the unstructured Content and to develop search Algorithms.
In this work, we argue that structures should be extracted and
utilized to bridge the gap between text content and knowledgebased search. And graph is one of the most effective structured
forms of knowledge and more informative than words or phrases.
So we carry out a paradigm shift from “C-A” to “CTGA”. Here
“T” is for factual tuple of concepts and relations, and “G” is for
knowledge graph. Our proposed graph-based BLS system has
three parts: (1) it uses neural information extraction models to
turn text into tuples; (2) it represents the tuples of a query or a
document as a knowledge graph of linked concept nodes; (3) it
has an efficient graph-based matching algorithm to return related
documents at the level of structured knowledge. Experiments
show that in both objective and subjective evaluation, our CTGA
performs significantly better than traditional CA-based PubMed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Biomedical literature search (BLS) systems are essential for
providing bio-scientists with quick access to large biomedical
literature database and effective search for useful information.
As biomedical research develops rapidly in this era, it becomes
a growing challenge for scientists to stay up to date with the
latest advances in the domain. Those BLS systems are of great
help in guiding researchers to formulate or validate hypotheses
and discover knowledge.
Various approaches have been made towards the development of BLS system. The most widely used service is
PubMed provided by National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Other approaches include GoPubMed [1],
HubMed [2], ReleMed [3] and iPubMed [4], which make some
improvements on the efficiency and precision of PubMed.
More recent approaches [5]–[7] introduce natural language
processing (NLP) tools into search systems.
Unfortunately, existing BLS search engines have limitations
to return knowledge for users as needed. They designed querydocument similarity measurements based on words or phrases
in the unstructured Content and developed search Algorithms.
Such a “C-A” paradigm is not satisfactory, because keywords
or concepts are too limited to represent rich structures of
knowledge in biomedical statements. The retrieved articles
with matched words may fail to provide relevant information
to the input query. For instance, given the query as “... VPA
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treatment increased cell proliferation ...”, the user might expect
retrieved documents to describe what had effects on cell proliferation, increasing or even reducing, and/or to describe what
else observed effects VPA treatment could generate. However,
the word-based search systems can only return documents with
the word VPA or cell or the phrase cell proliferation appearing
many times, which may deviate from the expectation.
In this work, we argue that structured representations of
knowledge should be extracted and utilized to bridge the gap
between text content and knowledge-based BLS. In this paper,
we suggest to use Tuples and Graphs as the structured representations of biomedical knowledge. Take the query example
again. If the query could be transformed into a tuple as (VPA
treatment, increased, cell proliferation) and if a great number
of tuples related to the same or relevant concepts could be
linked together as a graph, we would have a more structured
and informative form of knowledge to find relevant documents
to the query. Specifically, on one side, information extraction (IE) techniques have defined (subject, relation, object)tuple as a standard format of the task outcome. Associations
between concepts and relations can naturally be represented
as linked graph data. On the other side, a wide line of
graph representation learning and graph matching algorithms
have been proposed and widely applied in various data such
as social networks and biological networks [8]–[10]. When
transforming text into tuples and graphs, those algorithms
become great tools for search, learning, and exploration.
Therefore, we carry out a paradigm shift from the traditional
word-based search towards graph-based search. We propose
“CTGA”, a novel Content → Tuple → Graph → Algorithm
paradigm for BLS. First, we apply MIMO, a deep neural
information extraction (IE) model [11] to extract factual and
conditional tuples from unstructured content. Second, we construct a three-layer knowledge graph based on the extracted information as the representation of documents in our database.
Third, we design a graph-based search algorithm to compare
the knowledge graphs between the query and the documents
and to return the most relevant documents. Experiment results
from both objective and subjective evaluation suggest that our
proposed CTGA outperforms the PubMed system. Further case
study demonstrates that CTGA can assist researchers to find
relevant information and discover knowledge. The system is
now launched at http://www.biokgs.com.
The main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose CTGA, a graph-based biomedical literature
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Fig. 1: The workflow of CTGA. There are three steps for graph-based BLS: S1 extracts fact and condition Tuples (see 2 )
from unstructured text Content (see 1 ); S2 constructs three-layer knowledge Graphs (see 3 ) using the tuples; S3 performs
a graph-based search Algorithm to retrieve the most relevant documents to query (see 4 ).
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search engine with the novel “Content, Tuple, Graph, and
Algorithm” paradigm.
We design a novel form, three-layer graph, to represent
knowledge in literature as well as an efficient graph-based
matching algorithm to perform knowledge-level search.
Experimental results show that our CTGA outperforms
PubMed in both objective and subjective evaluation,
leading bio-scientists to discover knowledge in literature.
II. P ROPOSED M ETHOD

Our goal is to perform biomedical literature search on
structured form of content. Graphs are more structured and
informative than keywords. And the knowledge graphs can be
constructed from the text content in an information-lossless
way, if concepts and relations are extracted. So our BLS
system is graph-based and has a novel paradigm called CTGA.
It is in short of Content, Tuple, Graph, and Algorithm. It is a
fun fact that the initials are the same as the nitrogenous bases
in DNA molecules. Fig. 1 illustrates the workflow of CTGA.
A. S1: From Content to Tuples
Here we describe how to extract structured information from
unstructured text. We use (subject, relation, object)-tuples as
the basic structure. The subject or object is composed of a
concept and its attribute (if exists). The relation is often a
predicate. Formally, We denote the tuples as
t = ({c1 : a1 }, r, {c3 : a3 }),

(1)

where c1 and a1 are the concept and attribute of the subject,
c3 and a3 are the concept and attribute of the object, r stands
for the relation between the subject and the object.
Traditional IE tasks focus on extracting factual information
only. However, biomedical literature may have a number of
clauses that serve as important conditional information of the
facts. Thus, we extract both fact tuples and condition tuples
from statement sentences. We adopt the state-of-the-art neural

biomedical IE model, called multi-input multi-output sequence
labeling (MIMO) [11]. It has an encoder-decoder framework
with multi-input and multi-output modules. MIMO takes a
word sequence as input and performs multi-class classification
to predict a tag for each word. The tuple-oriented tag schema
[11] allows us to find fact tuples and condition tuples.
B. S2: From Tuples to Knowledge Graph
Tuples are structured but isolated. Graph can link things
such as concepts, attributes, and relations in the tuples together.
So, in this section we present a set of notations and definitions
to turn tuples into knowledge graph. An example of the
knowledge graph can be found at the bottom left corner of
Fig. 1. First, we define the graph form of a particular tuple
t = ({c1 : a1 }, r, {c3 : a3 }) along with its source statement s:
Gt

=

< Vt , Et >

(2)

Vt

=

(3)

Et

=

{vtc1 , vta1 , vtr , vtc3 , vta3 , vts }
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}
t
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(4)

where Vt and Et represent the set of nodes and the set of
edges in Gt . vtx represents the corresponding node of tuple
unit x (x ∈ {c1 , c3 , r, a1 , a3 }). vts denotes the source statement
from which the tuple is extracted. estmt
denotes for the edge
t
x
denotes
the
edge
between vtcx and
between vts and vtr . eattr
t
subj
ax
r c1
vt (x = {1, 3}). et
= (vt , vt ) is the edge between the
subject vtc1 and the relation vtr . eobj
= (vtr , vtc3 ) is the edge
t
r
connecting the relation vt with the object vtc3 .
Subsequently, the knowledge graph Gd of a given document
d can be represented as the union of Gt :
[
Gd =
Gt
(5)
t∈Td

where Td is the tuple set extracted from document d. Finally,
we construct a global knowledge graph which can be repre-

sented as the union of each document’s graph:
[
BioKG =
Gd

(6)

d∈DB

where DB denotes the database of all documents.
We use VC , VA , VR , and VS to denote the nodes of concepts, attributes, relations, and statement sentences, respectively. Edge sets ECA , ERC , and ESR are used in short of
{etattrx | t ∈ T, x = 1, 3}, {eyt | t ∈ T, y = subj, obj}, and
{estmt
| t ∈ T }, respectively, where T is the set of tuples
t
in all documents. Formally, the proposed knowledge graph is
defined in form of node sets and edge sets:
BioKG =< VC ∪VA ∪VR ∪VS , ECA ∪ERC ∪ESR > . (7)
As illustrated in Fig. 1, our knowledge graph is organized in
a three-layer structure: the first layer consists of concept and
attribute nodes VC , VA ; the second layer consists of relation
nodes VR ; the third layer consists of statement nodes VS .
Layer 1 and 2 are linked by edges in EPC , indicating the
association between relations and subjects/objects. Layer 2 and
3 are linked by edges in ESP , indicating the source statement
of each fact or condition tuple. The advantage of such layout is
that tuples in a certain statement can be easily detected through
their relation node, making it easy to access the conditions
from a fact on the knowledge graph.
C. S3: From Graph to Search Algorithms
In this section, we describe a graph-based search algorithm
to retrieve the most relevant documents from the database and
rank them by their relevance to the query. We first consider a
certain concept-relation-concept form of path, which is defined
as an ordered sequence of nodes and edges in the graph:
P = (v a1 , eattr1 , v c1 , esubj , v r , eobj , v c3 , eattr3 , v a3 ).

is a hyper-parameter for balancing the importance of Precision
and Recall.
As the implementation of φ(Pi , Pj ), we calculate the similarity between a pair of KC paths Pi and Pj by summing the
similarity score of each pair of nodes:
φ(Pi , Pj ) = simc (vic1 , vjc1 ) + simw (via1 , vja1 )
+ simc (vic3 , vjc3 ) + simw (via3 , vja3 )
+ sim

where N and M denote the number of detected KC paths
in the query and the document respectively. φ(Pi , Pj ) is the
function for computing the similarity of a pair of KC paths. β

(12)

(vir , vjr )

where simc or simw is the similarity function of a pair of
nodes. Particularly, simc computes concept similarity:

if Synonym(xi , xj )

1,
simc (vix , vjx ) = xi · xj ,
if ShareHypernym(xi , xj )


0,
otherwise
(13)
where xi and xj are the embedding representations of the
corresponding text xi and xj , x ∈ {c1 , c3 }. “Synonym” or
“ShareHypernym” means whether xi and xj are synonyms
or share the same hypernym with each other, which can be
determined through the search system of the popular ontology
database Ontobee.
Similarly, simw computes similarity for attribute and relation nodes:
simw (vix , vjx ) = xi · xj
(14)
where xi and xj are the embedding representations of the
corresponding text xi and xj , x ∈ {a1 , a3 , r}. The difference between simw and simc is that concepts are scientific
entities which contain more semantic information than common words, thus we use external ontology database to assist
computing similarity between concepts.
III. E XPERIMENTS

(8)

We name such paths P in the knowledge graph as KC paths,
where KC is for “Knowledge Carrier”. KC paths in Gq and
Gd will be used to calculate the relevance between the graphs.
We use modified Precision and Recall scores to calculate the
relevance between the query’s graph Gq and the document’s
graph Gd . A high Precision means that KC paths in the
document are highly similar to those in the query, while a
high Recall shows that KC paths in the query are completely
covered by those in the document. The general relevance
between the query’s graph and the document’s graph is defined
as the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall:
PN
maxj=1,2,...,M φ(Pi , Pj )
(9)
PrecisionGq ,Gd = i=1
N
PM
j=1 maxi=1,2,...,N φ(Pi , Pj )
(10)
RecallGq ,Gd =
M
Precision · Recall
RelevanceGq ,Gd = (1 + β 2 ) 2
(11)
β · Precision + Recall

w

A. Baseline System: PubMed
We conduct experiments to compare our proposed CTGA
and the CA-based system PubMed, the most widely-used
public resource for BLS. Users are supposed to compose a
keyword query and PubMed returns a list of the most relevant
documents from its database. The documents are ranked in
order, with most relevant ones on the top.
B. Data Processing
We collected 15.5 million scientific articles in biomedical
domain from MEDLINE as the CTGA’s database. Documents
are first processed by the MIMO model to extract structured
information and then transformed into knowledge graphs.
For search efficiency, the knowledge graphs are managed in
MySQL databases. Indices for KC paths are created across
records to equip CTGA with quick and robust performance.
C. Experiment Settings
We use the documents listed as “Latest literature” and
“Trending articles” on PubMed to collect our test data. We
ask 5 domain experts to select biomedical statements they are
interested in, making up a total number of 100 statements

TABLE I: Experiment results of objective evaluation. Suffix “-FullText” means using full text of the retrieved documents in
evaluation and suffix “-BestMatch” means using the best-match sentence in each document. SkipThought and Aver.Embedding
represent average cosine similarity of Skip-Thought vectors and GloVe embedding vectors, respectively.
Search Engines

BLEU-1

BLEU-2

BLEU-3

BLEU-4

ROUGE-L

SkipThought

Aver.Embedding

Top@5

Top@1

MRR

PubMed-FullText
CTGA-FullText
Improvement

17.22
17.61
2.3%↑

7.01
7.73
10.3%↑

4.43
5.07
14.4%↑

3.37
3.90
15.7%↑

16.34
17.03
4.2%↑

75.56
75.91
0.5%↑

68.54
68.77
0.3%↑

88%
93%
5.7%↑

77%
92%
19.5%↑

81.5
92.3
13.3%↑

PubMed-BestMatch
CTGA-BestMatch
Improvement

28.84
32.60
13.0%↑

21.46
24.67
15.0%↑

18.42
21.06
14.3%↑

16.71
18.84
12.7%↑

34.91
38.26
9.6%↑

80.31
81.77
1.8%↑

81.92
82.80
1.1%↑

-

-

-

TABLE II: Experiment results of subjective evaluation. Rate@k means the average ratings of top k documents in the returned
list. Preference% means the number of cases that each search engine wins in the two-side comparison. Each statement is
reviewed by 5 annotators and the system with more votes is the winner of the single case. Lower SF-Dist performs better.
Search Engines

Rate@1

Rate@3

Rate@5

Preference%

Kendall-Tau

SF-Dist

RBO

DCG

NDCG

4.60
4.83

3.43
3.69

2.92
3.31

34%
66%

68.95
76.15

10.14
8.34

87.18
89.31

9.61
10.60

96.63
99.25

PubMed
CTGA

for testing. Note that these statements are collected from
real publications so that each statement has its corresponding
source article in the database. Subsequently, we use these 100
statements as queries to retrieve relevant documents in CTGA
and PubMed respectively. We take the top 5 documents with
their titles and abstracts as the search results.
Retrieved documents may contain lots of irrelevant information to the query. So, in each document we mark out a “bestmatch sentence” that matches the most number of content
words (nouns, verbs, and adjectives) to the query. We use these
sentences to assist for evaluating the performance.
D. Evaluation Metrics
We conduct experiments on both objective (data-based)
evaluation and subjective (human-based) evaluation.
1) Objective Evaluation:
BLEU [12] and ROUGE [13] are reference-based metrics to
measure the correspondence between the query and sentences
in the retrieved documents. We use Skip-Thought vectors [14]
and GloVe embeddings [15] to obtain the sentence representations of the query and documents, then compute their
cosine similarity. We report the results between the query and
the best-match sentence in each document. The intuition is
that full-text scores show the overall relevance between the
documents and the query, while best-match scores indicate
how exactly the documents contain the query’s information.
Since each query has its source article in the database, we
measure the ranking quality of search engines by judging
whether the source article is ranked on the top. We report
Top@k, the percentage that the source article appears in the
top k results in the retrieved document list, and MRR, the
mean reciprocal rank of the source articles.
2) Subjective Evaluation:
We recruited 5 human annotators with biomedical expertise.
Each statement will be reviewed for 5 times to reduce bias. In
detail, the annotators rated each document on a scale of 1 to

5 (higher is better) based on information relevance between
the document and the factual query. The annotators voted
for his/her preferred side from two sets of search results.
The document ratings represent the individual relevance of
each retrieved document, and the annotators’ preferences show
the overall quality of the search results. We also compare
the similarity between the document rankings given by the
two systems with the rankings given by annotators (sorted
by ratings in descending order). We calculate Kendall Tau
coefficient [16], Spearman’s Footrule distance (SF-Dist) [16],
and rank-biased overlap (RBO) [17] to measure the ranking effectiveness. Finally, Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [18]
and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [18]
are calculated to test both the ranking quality and the document
relevance by the two systems.
E. Experimental Results
Table I and II present experimental results of objective and
subjective evaluation, respectively. The results indicate that the
proposed CTGA outperforms PubMed in all the evaluation
metrics. We further analyze the results in the following aspects.
a) Relevance of retrieved documents: BLEU, ROUGE
and similarity scores in Table I and Rate@k scores in Table
II indicate higher relevance between the queries and retrieved
documents from CTGA than those from PubMed. Interestingly, the results from BLEU and ROUGE show much larger
margin using the best-match sentences than using the full
text. It demonstrates that CTGA performs better at accurately
retrieving relevant knowledge. This is because CTGA conducts
graph-based search rather than simply matching as many keywords as possible. Our graph-based paradigm enables CTGA
to retrieve articles with sentences containing closely related
information to the query.
b) Effectiveness of article ranking: Table I shows that
CTGA performs better on assigning higher ranks to source
articles in the returned list according to Top@k scores and
MRR. Since the source article contains the exact match of

the query, CTGA shows stronger capabilities in discriminating
relevant documents from irrelevant ones. It indicates CTGA
has a better ranking ability. Besides, Kendall Tau coefficient,
Spearman’s Footrule distance, and RBO scores in Table II
suggest that the ranking orders of CTGA have closer relevance
with human needs than those of PubMed. This demonstrates
the ranking effectiveness of CTGA.
c) Overall quality of search engines: Reviewer preference percentage, DCG and NDCG scores in Table II measure
the overall quality of the two search engines. In 66% of
the cases, the search results of CTGA receive more favor
from human annotators, while PubMed has only 34% winning
cases. Furthermore, CTGA wins by 5-0 in 35 cases out of 66,
while the ratio of PubMed is only 7 out of 34. This shows
that human annotators often reach consensus when CTGA
outperforms PubMed, while they cannot reach an unanimous
agreement most of the time when PubMed wins the votes. As
for inter-annotator agreement, the average Pearson correlation
coefficient of human ratings is 0.71 (ranging from -1 to 1,
higher is better), suggesting that the rating distributions are
highly consistent. Besides, CTGA outscores PubMed in DCG
as well as NDCG, which indicates more effective search
algorithms and better document quality. In general, CTGA
achieves better results in various evaluation metrics because
of its novel graph-based search algorithm and robust ranking
ability.

Query
VPA treatment increased cell proliferation.
CTGA
1. Using an in vitro pre-mature senescence model , we found that VPA treatment increased cell
proliferation and inhibited apoptosis through the suppression of the p16/p21 pathway.
(Knowledge: {VPA treatment, increase, cell proliferation}, {VPA treatment, inhibit, apoptosis})
2. VPA treatment promoted cell proliferation and increased the density of immature neurons in
the dentate gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus of 3xTgAD mice.
(Knowledge: {VPA treatment, promote, cell proliferation}, {VPA treatment, increase, density
of immature neurons})
3. VPA treatment increased cathepsin B levels and activities in primary CLL cells.
(Knowledge: {VPA treatment, increase, cathepsin B level})
4. Moderate intensity SMFs increased cell proliferation, ALP activity, and calcium release.
(Knowledge: {Moderate intensity SMF, increase, cell proliferation})
5. Ectopic expression of SND1-BRAF in H1299 cells increased phosphorylation levels of
MEK/ERK , cell proliferation , and spheroid formation
(Knowledge: {Ectopic expression of SND1-BRAF, increase, cell proliferation})
PubMed
1. These results suggest that VPA increased type-1 stem cells in relation to the activation of SCFKIT signaling and suppression of BTG2-mediated antiproliferative effect on stem cells.
2. Prostate cancer cells , sensitive and resistant to temsirolimus , were exposed to VPA , and
tumor cell growth behavior compared.
3. VPA treatment promoted cell proliferation and increased the density of immature neurons in
the dentate gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus of 3xTgAD mice.
4. Cell proliferation had increased to control levels at 30 and 45 d, demonstrating that memory
recovery occurs over a period of six weeks after discontinuing VPA treatment.
5. To compare the protective effects of suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA) and valproic
acid (VPA) on human lens epithelial cells (HLECs) following ultraviolet-B exposure.

Fig. 2: Case study of search results from CTGA and PubMed.
Words in red indicates matched keywords that appear in the
query. Tuples marked as “Knowledge” in parentheses indicate
scientific knowledge that can be inferred from CTGA results.
Out of simplicity, we only present the best-match sentence of
each document which contains the most relevant information
to the query.

F. Case Study
Fig. 2 presents a case study of the search results from
CTGA and PubMed. The user inputs the query “VPA treatment increased cell proliferation” and hopes to obtain relevant knowledge about this fact. CTGA performs graph-based
search on knowledge level so that each retrieved document
contains certain knowledge correlated with the query. On
the other hand, PubMed conducts word-based search so the
retrieved documents all contain several keywords from the
query. However, PubMed cannot guarantee the quality and
quantity of knowledge content in the retrieved documents so
many documents may have overlap in keywords but express
irrelevant facts to the query. Apparently, the results from
CTGA are more likely to meet the user’s need.
Additionally, we also discover great usefulness from the
search results of CTGA. Besides retrieving information that
is similar to the query “VPA treatment increased cell proliferation”, CTGA also returns multiple documents containing
interesting knowledge that the user would probably like to
know. For instance, in addition to the fact that VPA treatment
is able to increase cell proliferation, we can learn that VPA
treatment can also inhibit apoptosis, increase the density of
immature neurons or increase cathepsin B levels (Doc #1∼#3).
We can also find other events or substances that will lead to an
increase in cell proliferation, such as moderate intensity SMFs
and ectopic expression of SND1-BRAF (Doc #4∼#5). All
these obtained knowledge should be attributed to the graphbased search paradigm in CTGA, which can better assists
bioscientists in their research works.

IV. R ELATED W ORK
a) Biomedical search engines: Many search engines
have achieved great success in biomedical field. The most
well-known system is PubMed. FACTA [19] and Essie [20] selected relevant documents by searching for associated concepts
with the query. ReleMed [3] further enhanced search precision
by measuring inner-sentence relationships between words.
iPubMed [4] developed novel index structures to perform
interactive and fuzzy search on PubMed. BEST [6] extracted
biomedical entities from the query and calculates document
relevance based on entity co-occurence. LivTar [7] applied
name recognition and entity recognition to conduct semanticlevel searches. However, search algorithms based on either
keywords or entities in these systems could not losslessly
convey the knowledge in biomedical statements.
b) Biomedical information extraction: Information extraction is an important research topic in natural language
processing [21]–[24]. Li et al. [25] used word embeddings as
token features to perform bio-event extraction on biomedical
text. De et al. [26] introduced semi-supervised learning into
clinical information extraction. Soldaini et al. [27] improved
clinical notes representation for document retrieval. Zheng et
al. [28] applied multi-modal learning to retrieve biomedical
literature for clinical decision support. Compared to previous
work, our CTGA makes a breakthrough to apply a novel IE
model to extract both factual and conditional information in
biomedical literature.

c) Biomedical knowledge graphs: Integrated bio-entity
network [29] was a graph data structure containing information of bio-entity relationships. BioGrakn [30], a graph-based
deductive database, combined knowledge graph construction
with machine reasoning. SemaTyP [31] constructed a knowledge graph from biomedical documents and applied it on
drug discovery. Most existing knowledge graphs used conceptrelation structures. However, our CTGA splits relations, concepts, attributes, and statements into different layers. Not only
can this structure contain richer information, but it is also more
effective for visualization.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed CTGA, a graph-based biomedical
literature search engine. We carried out a paradigm shift from
word-based search to graph-based search. We applied the
state-of-the-art neural information extraction model to extract
structured knowledge from text content. We designed a novel
three-layer knowledge graph to represent knowledge in an
information-lossless way. We further devised a graph-based
search algorithm to retrieve relevant documents. Experimental
results showed that our CTGA outperformed PubMed in both
objective and subjective evaluation.
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